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In many epidemic models the initial infection rate, suitably defined, plays a major role in determining 
the probability of an outbreak of a disease becoming a major epidemic. Here we model the epidemic 
as a chain binomial model and consider an approximate maximum likelihood estimator of the infection 
rate. It is shown that under mild conditions sampling according to a simple stopping rule yields an 
asymptotically normally distributed estimator which may be computed during the course of an epidemic. 
A small simulation study suggests that the asymptotic results applied to small samples yield accurate 
confidence intervals. 
stopping rule * fixed width confidence interval * asymptotic normality 
1. Introduction 
Chain binomial models are commonly used to examine the spread of a disease 
through a population and we consider a class of models related to the well known 
Reed-Frost models of for example Bailey (1975, Section 8.2). Here a sampling 
scheme which allows the estimation of parameters associated with these models 
during the course of the epidemic is developed. This contrasts with most other work 
on estimation in chain binomial models which concentrates on the estimation of 
these parameters when the epidemic has finished. 
The class of processes of interest are defined as follows. Let {X,, n 2 0} be a 
sequence of random variables and let @* denote the a-field o{X, , . . . , X,,}. Suppose 
that for n = 1,2,. . . conditional on sn-,, X,, has a binomial distribution with 
parameters N,, and ha, where N, and a, are s_, measurable and A, X0, N, and 
a, are constants. 
This formulation, due to Saunders (1980a), allows considerable flexibility in the 
modelling of an epidemic. In most applications N,, will denote the number of 
susceptibles in a population in generation n, X,, the number of these susceptibles 
which become infected in generation n, and Au,, is the probability a susceptible 
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individual in generation n becomes infected. If a, = 1 then the process is the well 
known Greenwood model. If a, = XV_, and A is small then the process is an 
approximation to the Reed-Frost model. To see this note that under the Reed-Frost 
model, conditional on sn_,, X,, has a binomial distribution with parameters N,, 
and 1 -(l -A)X,c 1, where A is interpreted as the probability that a given infective 
individual infects any given susceptible during the formers infectious period. Then 
if A is small, 1-(1-A)“,‘~‘-AX,,_,. 
Another simple model is qI = X,_,/(N, + Xn_,), the proportion of infectives in 
the population at generation n which were infected in the previous generation, and 
N,, = N,,_, -X,_, . Following Saunders (1980b) note that this type of model has the 
following heuristic interpretation, Suppose that at generation n there are N, suscep- 
tibles in the population, X,_, infectives, and there is a probability cz of a susceptible 
individual becoming infected given contact with an infective. Then given uniform 
mixing of the population it is reasonable to suppose that over some given time 
period such as a day, the probability of a susceptible individual contacting a 
particular infective and becoming infected is a/( N, + Xn-r), so that over k indepen- 
dent periods, constituting a generation, the probability of the susceptible contacting 
the given infective and becoming infected is 1 -(l -a/(N, +X,-r))“, which if 
a/( N, +X,_,) is small is approximately ka/( N,, +X,_,). There are X,-r infectives 
in the population so that if we assume the infectives in a given generation behave 
independently the probability of our susceptible coming into contact with at least 
one of them over the k periods is then approximately. 
and again if ka/( N, +X,_,) is small this is approximately kaX,,/( N,, +X,_,). Thus 
a, =X+,/( N,, +X,_,), and A = kn. 
Other more complex models, such as those proposed in Saunders (1980a) to study 
the daily spread of disease through a rabbit population, may be used. For example 
it is possible to model the number of infectives in generation n as coming from 
several of the previous generations according to the incubation distribution of the 
disease, e.g. I, = X,_, +. . . +X,_, for some k, and to model the proportion of the 
population with which a given susceptible comes into contact as some function of 
the population size, e.g. f( N,). Saunders (1980a) considers u, = Al,,/f( N,,) for 
j(x) = I, f(x) =x and f(x) = A. Clearly a variety of models is possible. 
Saunders (1980a) proposed the approximate maximum likelihood estimator, based 
on a Poisson approximation to the binomial distribution, 
A noted advantage of this estimator is its closed form so that it always exists, whereas 
the maximum likelihood estimator must be found numerically and may not exist. 
Saunders (1980b) shows the consistency of 1, as n +OO however to obtain the 
asymptotic normality of 1, he supposes that the IV, and a, are deterministic so that 
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the likelihood is that of independent binomial experiments. This argument is also 
explicitly stated in Bailey (1975, p. 252). 
If the N,, are large so that N, = N,_, then with a,, as above, N,,a, =X,_, and 
our estimator is approximately that obtained from the Galton-Watson approxima- 
tion to an epidemic of Becker (1977), see also Becker (1989, Section 8.1.1). The 
estimator resulting from the branching process approximation is known to be 
asymptotically normal and a consistent estimator of its variance exists. However 
the asymptotics are in terms of the number of generations rather than the number 
of individuals exposed to the disease and there is some doubt as to the accuracy 
of these asymptotic results for a small number of generations, see Becker (1989, 
p. 177) and Heyde (1979). 
The mean of the offspring distribution for a branching process is the threshold 
parameter in that formulation. For example if A is larger than one then there is a 
positive probability of a major epidemic so that a simple test that H,,: A s 1 vs 
H, : A > 1 based on as few observations as possible is desirable. The current lack of 
such a test has been commented on by Becker (1989, p. 179). Heyde (1979) and 
Scott (1987) have approached this problem for branching processes from a Bayesian 
point of view. 
Our primary concern is devising a sampling scheme which allows the estimation 
ofA,basedonX ,,..., X,,, as early as possible in the epidemic with a predetermined 
accuracy. In particular we are concerned with determining whether or not a major 
epidemic will occur, so that in practice health care strategies can be planned, and 
have little interest in epidemics that finish whilst under observation. Thus in a sense 
we are conditioning on a major epidemic occurring but in practice only require that 
the epidemic does not die out whilst under observation. 
We propose here sampling according to the following stopping rule. Let 
n 
r,.=inf n: 1 N,a,>c . 
r-l 1 
Our main result Theorem 2.1 shows that under regularity conditions the asymptotic 
distribution of 
( > 
I? N,a, 
112 
(i, -A) 
r=, 
as c + ~0 is normal with variance K = A - qh’ where 77 is the constant of Condition 
B below. This allows the construction of approximate fixed width confidence intervals 
if one is prepared to use a preliminary estimate of A and n. Perhaps more importantly 
under Ho: A < 1 one may choose c to control the sensitivity of the test of this 
hypothesis. 
To help interpret this stopping rule note that when N,,a, =X,_, this stopping 
rule says that one should sample until the observed number of infectives, 1 X,_, , 
is large enough to allow accurate inferences to be made. More generally it is possible 
to interpret Nnan as a measure of exposure to infection in generation n so that the 
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stopping rule says that one should sample until the total exposure to infection has 
been sufficiently large. The simulation results reported in Section 3 indicate that 
taking c = 20 gives reliable results. 
2. Main results 
Consider the following conditions: 
Condition A. For some 6 > 0, 
(Al) 6<Aa,<l-6 forallj, 
andforO<m<M<co, 
(A2) m < ha,N, < M for all j. 
The first part of this condition is no real restriction for we require 0 < Au, < 1 for 
the chain binomial model to be feasible. From a practical point of view if a, is the 
proportion of infectives in the population this condition requires that whilst we are 
observing the epidemic there is at least one infective in each generation, so that 
a, > 1, and that there is a sufficient number of susceptibles in the population so that 
Au, is bounded away from 1. In the long term this assumption may be unreasonable 
for finite populations but we are concerned with the initial stage of an epidemic 
where this assumption will usually be plausible. 
The second part of the condition is a little more unnatural but would be reasonable 
in most practical situations. In practice an experiment consists of an initial number 
N, of susceptibles exposed to X,, infectives and N,, = NH_, -X,_, so that N, d N, 
for all j, Thus if the first part of the condition is assumed NjAuj < N,( 1 - 6). The 
left side of the inequality may be justified by supposing that N, is large enough for 
(A2) to hold with high probability throughout the course of the experiment, or that 
some form of immigration process is in operation. 
Consider the further condition: 
Condition B. For some constant r] > 0 where A - nh 2 > 0, 
Condition B will always hold for the Greenwood model uj = 1 and A < 1 and will 
often be reasonable when the N, are large and the u, are small where we take 7 to 
be zero. In practice it appears sensible to estimate n by 
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Let Y,=Xi-AaiNi, S,,=Cy=, Yi, and 
V’,= i E(Yfj~i-_l)= i N,hUi(l-Aa,). 
i=l ,=I 
Note that a, -A = S,,/(c:_, aiN,), and that under Condition B, 
-’ 2 V’,=+A-TA, 
and this with the strong law of large numbers for martingales implies the consistency 
of i, as long as C aiN, + co. 
The proof of our main result is based on the following central limit theorem for 
randomly stopped martingales which may be derived using the methods of Lai and 
Siegmund (1983) using a result of Freedman (1971). 
Theorem A. Let {S,, 9,, ; n > 1) be a square integrable martingale on a probability 
space (f2,.9,P). Forn>l putX,,=S,-S,_,, (S=O), Vz=C:=,E(X:(9,_,) and 
de$ne T, = min{ n: V’, > c}. 
IfV’,+a, 
P(XZ,>a)+O asa+a foreachn>O, 
and 
then as C+CO, 
IP(c-“2s,c s x) - @(x)1-0, 
uniformly in x. q 
Theorem 2.1. Under Conditions A and B, 
I’*(& -A) 5 N(0, A - qA2). 
Further, rc G (CA + M)/ m. 
Proof. Under Condition A it is easily shown that V’, + ~0, Vi* Y’, -+O a.s., 
v,* v2 II+1 + 1 a.s. and further that P( Y’, > a) + 0 as a + cc for each n > 0. 
Now 
v&Q< V’T, 
so that 
V;‘q+_,~cv;~<l 
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and hence c-’ V’( T,) + 1 a.s. as c + 00. Note that as c-’ Vz, < 1 + M/c the dominated 
convergence theorem implies that convergence may be taken to be in L, as well. 
Let 7 be as in Condition B, K = (A - 7h2)-’ and define 
rT=inf 
Lemma 2.1. If Conditions A and B hold then for any F > 0, 
P(c-“2(S,J-S-r,>&)~0 asc+co. 
Proof. Firstly note that 
Vi2 = K, 
that in view of Condition A, 
+< V,’ i N.a s’ 
i=, ” AS’ 
(2.1) 
and arguing as above 
c-‘K-’ $ N,a, a.c. 1. (2.2) 
i-l 
Note that the dominated convergence theorem implies that the convergence in (2.1) 
and (2.2) may be taken to be in L,, and that (2.1) and (2.2) together imply that 
7: PI 
c-‘V$ = c-’ 1 N,a, V’,,z 1. 
i--l 
Again this convergence may be taken to be in L, 
Now 
=E -2c-‘J3v;“7Tf- C,.,:) 
==E -2c-‘E(I v$, - V’,,l) --z 0, 
as required. 0 
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Proof of Theorem 2.1 (continued). To complete the proof of the theorem first note 
that by the above and Theorem A, 
c -l/2 S,$N(O,l) as c+co. 
Now rC = T;,~ so that the above and Lemma 2.1 yield, 
-L/2 
S, 5 N(O, 11, 
or 
c -l/2 S,< 5 N(0, I--‘). 
Now it is easily seen that 
(2.3) 
c-1 i N,a, a.s. 1, 
i=l 
which with (2.3) easily yields the first part of the theorem. 
For the final part of the theorem note that, 
m s 7,’ i N,a,h s M 
i=l 
and i N,a,A SC+:. 0 
,=I 
3. Applications and simulations 
As an application consider the data of Table 1 relating to an outbreak of smallpox 
in a small closed community of 120 individuals in Nigeria. The data is from Becker 
(1976) who defined the generations in terms of the known incubation period of 
smallpox and deduced the number of new cases per generation. 
Suppose we choose c = 20 in our stopping rule and take a, = X,-,1 N,_, so that if 
A is around 1 and 77 near 0 the estimated standard error of our estimate will be less 
than 0.22. Then from Table 1 it is seen that -r20 = 6 and XT,{, = 29/24.53 = 1.18 with 
an estimated standard error of 0.219. The corresponding 95% confidence interval 
based on the asymptotic normality of the estimator is then (0.75, 1.61). 
Table 1 
Data on the generation sizes of a Nigerian smallpox outbreak, taken from Becker (1976) 
j 1 2 3 4 5 6 I 
Y 119 118 111 10.5 102 94 90 
XI 1 7 6 3 8 4 0 
2’ N,n, 
i&i A i& +i i& 
x 4 
108 
0.99 1.98 8.56 14.24 17.15 24.53 28.: 
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To examine the reliability of such confidence intervals a simulation of 1000 
repetitions of the experiment was conducted where each experiment consisted of 
an initial 120 individuals with one infective and the numbers of infectives in 
successive generations were generated using A = 1.17. Based on these 1000 simula- 
tions it was found that the nominal 95% confidence interval of 
A’* 1.96x i N:a: 
(’ > 
PI/? 
/l/2 
K 3 
where A’ etc. are the simulated values of i etc., gave 93% coverage. 
Becker (1977) and Becker (1989, Section 8.1.2) give an example regarding an 
outbreak of smallpox where the number of susceptibles is large. The data over 
generations 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4 are 1, 5, 3, 12, and 24 respectively. If we again take 
c = 20 then our procedure is to observe the epidemic until 1” X,_, > 20, so that our 
estimator uses all the observed data and results in an estimate of i+ = 2.10 as in 
Becker (1977). However, if this sequential procedure were pursued the asymptotic 
standard error of i would be estimated by (2.1/21)“2 ~0.316 which is noticeably 
less than that of 0.6 resulting from the Galton-Watson approximation of Becker 
(1977). In particular we would clearly reject H “: A = 1. To be fair in comparing our 
approach with the branching process approximation we are supposing that the result 
was obtained as the result of a sequential experiment guaranteeing a certain amount 
of information whereas the non-sequential approach is restricted to four generations. 
In view of this discrepancy a further simulation study based on 1000 simulations 
was carried out and in this case the nominal 95% confidence interval had 95% 
coverage. 
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